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Racing against time
Campus expansion has left students scrambling to beat the short buffer between classes

By Scott Johnson
contributing writer

Shelley Aley still remembers when
the earliest online classes available at
JMU were only taught using emails
and AOL instant messaging.
“We had to meet students at the
very first of the semester at the Center for Instructional Technology,” said
Aley, a writing, rhetoric and technical communication professor. “They
would have us meet there with out
students maybe three times during the semester or at least once for
launch and we were limited to students on campus.”
Ten years later, JMU is integrating
Canvas, a new program, that allows
teachers and students to have a more
personal learning experience. Canvas
is structured with a social mediafamiliar interface that gives each
individual class an instant messaging/emailing service.
Every notification posted by people
in the class group immediately contacts with everyone’s university email
address, depending on customizable
settings. Every change made to the
schedule and comment in the discussion board is also emailed to every
student in the class, keeping the communication flow open.
Canvas allows all users to type in
discussion boards, turn in assignments, view their grades and have
access to all documents related to
the course. Aley said she likes Canvas because it creates a checklist of
everything she needs to complete for
the day related to her coursework and
it’s easy to use.
“Everything is transparent in Canvas, whereas in Blackboard you would
have to go hunt for it,” Aley said. “Canvas is really facilitating my job instead
of me having to work so hard on the
see Canvas, page 4
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Dukes Dominate

JMU field hockey goes
13-2 this weekend to
start the season 2-0.

By CLAIRE FOGARTY
contributing writer

Each semester, students take on the notorious 15-minute dash to make it from one side of campus to the other
for a class. Students can choose among catching a bus,
walking or using a bike.
Junior engineering major Bradley Weidner said he
chooses to take the bus everytime. “I’ve had to wait a few
minutes for [a bus] but it hasn’t made me late. It’s pretty
reliable. Except when it rains, then everyone takes it, and
I’m just like, ‘I need to be somewhere,’” he said.
While it hasn’t been a problem for him this semester, fall
semester 2012 marked Weidner’s third for having to make
the speedy cross-campus dash. Last fall, he made two consecutive trips across campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays
to travel from Health and Human Services (HHS) to Roop
Hall, and then back to the Bioscience Building.
“It [was] my fault for planning it that way. But I didn’t
have any other options,” Weidner said. “Since I’m an engineering major, all my classes are planned out for me. If I
don’t have a required class [on time] then I have to take it
over the summer.”
Weidner says he doesn’t walk because it’s not feasible
in the short amount of time.
“I’ve tried walking before, but unless you walk really,
really fast it doesn’t happen,” Weidner said.
At a normal pace with minimal traffic, the walk from
the Quad up the Village hill to ISAT/CS takes around 18
minutes, and the approximately two-thirds of a mile route
from the Quad to ISAT/CS, both feature at least one steep
incline.
see Dash, page 4
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Dukes stay grounded

JMU racks up 247 yards and two touchdowns rushing in season debut
By Wayne epps jr.
The Breeze

In sports, sometimes spectators
should expect the unexpected.
After all of the offseason hype about
new offensive coordinator Mike O’Cain’s
new pass-oriented offense, sophomore
quarterback Michael Birdsong did his
job predominantly on foot. Birdsong
ran for two scores in the first quarter
and a two-point conversion in the second quarter to help the Dukes to a 38-14
win over Central Connecticut State.
Birdsong finished with nine rushes for
55 yards and two touchdowns and was
10-18 passing for 115 yards and another
touchdown.
But those runs weren’t exactly what
the Dukes had planned.
“I think none of them were designed,”
Birdsong said. “But I saw the hole and I
took it. That’s what any normal person
would do on the field.”
The QB keepers may have been the
side effect of Central Connecticut State’s

defensive scheme, which was a surprise
for JMU.
“Their defense was nothing like we
were game planning for,” Birdsong said.
“That definitely threw us off, threw the
game plan off.”
Despite his effectiveness on the
ground, head coach Mickey Matthews
would rather not see Birdsong take as
many hits as he did. JMU has two true
freshmen walk-on quarterbacks behind
Birdsong.
“I’m not real brave about him running
the ball,” Matthews said.
Birdsong and running back Dae’Quan
Scott called JMU’s offensive performance sloppy. The Dukes had the
several unplanned runs, a lost fumble
and two penalties for 25 yards in the
first half.
Scott finished with 15 rushes for 120
yards and 63 yards and a touchdown
returning punts. It was his 13th career
100-yard rushing game and he moved
up to seventh on JMU’s all-time career
rushing list with 2,412.
see FOOTBALL, page 10
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Redshirt junior safety Titus Till celebrates a play on defense. JMU’s firstteam defense limited CCSU’s first-team offense to seven points Saturday.
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In the Aug. 29 opinion article “Don’t let ‘The South’
rise over I-95” by Jessica Williams, there were two
factual errors.
The group that proposed the confederate battle flag
over I-95 was a group called the VA Flaggers, not
the Chesterfield Board of Supervisors as it was described in the article. Some have criticized the board
for not directly condemning the act, but they have
not been involved in getting the flag put there.
The flag was also not proposed for public land as it
was said in the article. The VA Flaggers have leased
a plot of land just south of Richmond on which to
erect the flag. No government money is being used
to fund the project.
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ACROSS
1 Beach lotion
letters
4 Piece of
information
9 Like a visit from
Francis
14 Lao Tzu principle
15 Really angry
16 Musical in which
Madonna set a
Guinness World
Record for “Most
costume
changes in a film”
17 That, to Teresa
18 *File folder
material
20 Book of maps
22 Police force
member
23 Eye drop
24 *Halloween bash
with costumes
28 Only brother not
in any Marx
Brothers films
29 Belgian river
30 “Stop, horse!”
32 The Spartans of
the Big Ten: Abbr.
34 Old Russian
leaders
38 “You’ve got mail”
company
39 The Kettles, or a
hint to the
answers to
starred clues
42 Lav of London
43 Cowboy contest
45 Onassis
nickname
46 Barristers’ degs.
47 Norse prankster
50 First of four Holy
Roman emperors
52 *Law firm bigwig
58 Bird sacred to Tut
59 T, to Socrates
60 Pong producer
61 *Foam bedding
item
65 Fishing pole
66 Trap during a
winter storm,
maybe
67 Chopin work
68 “__ to Joy”
69 About, date-wise
70 Managed
somehow
71 Filmmaker
Craven
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10 Blog posters’ selfimages
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12 Dined in
13 Comedic Cable
Guy
19 Jungle swingers
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25 Actress Thompson
26 Civil rights
pioneer Parks
27 Animal rights org.
30 Civil __
31 “Yoo-__!”
33 One, to Juanita
35 Aligned perfectly
36 Hold up
37 Sailor’s distress
signal
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39 Synthesizer
pioneer Robert
40 Fall
41 Pocket bread
44 Stretchy, as a
waistband
46 Former Senate
majority leader
Trent
48 Flying toy
49 “Be right there!”
51 Dealt players
52 Act like
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often made
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Obama asks
Congress for
strikes on Syria

Court says Va.
Coalition asks
can’t deny benefits governor to halt
to vet and spouse fracking in Calif.

Towson cheer
squad suspended
for alleged hazing

WASHINGTON — President Barack
Obama said Saturday he will ask Congress to approve military strikes against
Syria’s government, a risky step likely
to delay action for at least 10 days that
could signal broad popular support but
also could end in rejection by the legislative branch.
Obama’s surprise decision to go to
Congress, and his somewhat defiant
way of explaining it, were likely to ratchet up the tension in Washington and the
nation, where Americans are skeptical
about the mission.
As he delivered his 10-minute statement in the White House Rose Garden
Saturday, chants of protesters outside
the gates could be heard. And even as
Obama made the move toward engaging the people and their representatives
in Congress, the White House said the
president would not rule out acting
on his own if Congress fails to give its
consent
Congress is not scheduled to return to
Washington until Sept. 9, and its debate
is likely to take much of that week. Most
lawmakers have refrained from taking
any position on Syria but have been
unusually unified in demanding more
information and a chance to debate.

WASHINGTON — An Operation Iraqi
Freedom veteran and her female spouse
will be eligible for spousal benefits after
a California federal judge ruled that the
Department of Veterans Affairs could
not bar same-sex couples from receiving them.
The decision allows Tracey Cooper-Harris, a former Army sergeant, to
apply to receive the same benefits as a
heterosexual married soldier. Tracey
and Maggie Cooper-Harris were legally
married in California in 2008, two years
before Tracey was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, later determined to be
related to her military service.
However, because the VA treated her
as a single veteran, she received $124
less in disability benefits per month
than she would if her marriage was recognized. Without recognition of their
marriage, Maggie Cooper-Harris would
not receive any survivor’s benefits if her
spouse died.
After the U.S. Supreme Court’s July
ruling striking down the Defense of Marriage Act’s federal definition of marriage
as between a man and a woman, many
federal agencies declared that same-sex
spouses would receive the same benefits
as heterosexual couples.

BALTIMORE — Towson University’s
championship cheerleading squad has
been suspended for the academic year
over an alleged hazing incident, school
officials confirmed Thursday.
The school declined to provide details,
instead issuing a statement that said the
Office of Student Conduct and Civility
Education learned of the hazing allegations Aug. 6 and “immediately launched
a full investigation,” which led to the suspension that took effect last Friday.
“Hazing in any form will not be tolerated at Towson University. We hold high
expectations for all of our students and
their conduct as leaders, both on and off
campus,” Deb Moriarty, Towson University’s vice president for student affairs,
said in the statement. “Out of concern
for students’ privacy and their rights to
due process that includes their right to
appeal the suspension, it would be inappropriate for the university to comment
further.”
Many schools have adopted a zero tolerance approach to hazing in the wake of
several violent incidents, including the
fatal hazing of a drum major at Florida
A&M University in 2011.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A coalition
of more than 100 environmental and
political activist groups is denouncing
oil fracking legislation as too weak and
calling on California Gov. Jerry Brown to
order an immediate halt to the controversial drilling practice.
“The truth is that there is no proven
way to protect California from fracking
besides prohibiting this inherently dangerous practice,” said the letter delivered
to the governor’s office Wednesday.
Fracking, formally known as hydraulic fracturing, is a drilling technique that
employs a high-pressure mixture of
water, sand and chemicals deep underground to loosen oil and natural-gas
deposits locked in shale.
The oil industry supports the need for
fracking as a way to get more oil; opponents say it’s bad for underground water
supplies and that it causes water and air
pollution.
Wednesday’s letter is the latest attempt
by opponents to convince the governor
that fracking runs counter to Brown’s
public commitment to renewable energy and combating global warming. The
coalition also has submitted petitions
with more than 150,000 signatures asking Brown for the moratorium.

Compiled from McClatchy Tribune
wire services
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Inflating inspiration
Industrial design students flaunt their skills to attract campus-wide interest
By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

After being invisible for nearly eight years, students from the industrial design program made a bold statement on the Quad, creating a plastic playground for passing
students.
“It’s a total publicity stunt — a little bit of marketing,” said industrial design professor Audrey Barnes, currently the concentration’s only full-time faculty member. “I
want people to meet the industrial design students. I want students around JMU to
know that we exist.”
Although industrial design is only a concentration of the studio art major, it will
become a major next fall, according to Barnes.
“It’s really cool. A lot of people don’t know what we do,” senior studio art major Peter
Barry said. “Every time someone asks me what my major is and I tell them industrial
design, they’re like ‘Oh, that’s cool — what the hell is that?’ so it’s nice to show people
what we do — we’re kind of tucked away in Grace Street.”
Last week, the students in Barnes’ industrial design studio class were split into three
teams. They had less than a week to build a structure out of sheets of painter’s plastic
ironed together and other household items that people could either pass through or

occupy. On Friday afternoon, the 14 students displayed their finished projects on the
Quad for a class critique.
One of the projects was a 25-foot long green tunnel that was stretched in front of
Wampler Hall. Students were able to crawl through the tunnel, which was made up of
a “skeleton,” several concentric plastic rings inflated by hair dryers.
Barry explained some of the difficulties of completing the tunnel in just one week.
Despite the hardships, Barry said the project’s short deadline and limited resources
taught him and his team valuable lessons.
“This was supposed to be a dragon, but it was just a quick-build project, so it turned
out to be more of a green tunnel … you were supposed to travel through the digestive
tract — you just climb in through the mouth,” Barry said. “There were a lot of problems
that we encountered, but it was interesting to see how each of us expressed and sparked
ideas. It was a lot of trial and error.”
Ju n i o r s t u d i o a r t m a j o r T i m o t h y M o o r e s a i d h e c a n a p p l y
the creative process es that he us ed in the project in future jobs.
see DESIGN, page 4

New fraternity to join Greek family
Organization seeks to highlight good character and academics

JILLIAN PAUL / THE BREEZE

Since 2010, five new fraternities and sororities have established themselves at JMU. Recruitment for sororites starts Thursday.
By ELIZABETH DSURNEY
The Breeze

As campus continues to grow,
so does Greek life’s popularity and
involvement.
Delta Tau Delta is the newest fraternity to come to campus. Dylan Pyne,
the lead expansion consultant for the
Delts at JMU, hopes the fraternity will
attract students with high academic
values and strong leadership skills.
Pyne hopes to redefine what it
means to be a fraternity member. He

graduated from George Washington University in 2012 with degrees in
political science and American studies, where he was a founding father of
Delta.
“Delta is a leadership fraternity that
focuses on academics and service,”
Pyne said. “We’re looking for the best
and brightest on campus to be leaders
of this organization.”
There are a total of 17 fraternities and 12 sororities on campus with
between 30 and 180 members. They
hold an average 2.9 GPA, according to

Fraternity & Sorority Life’s website.
JMU’s social sororities and fraternities have seen growth by 30 percent
to 40 percent in membership over
the past five years; 2,500 students are
members in Greek life.
“We are looking for men who are
leaders in the classroom, on campus
and in the community,” Pyne said.
“Much more than drugs and alcohol,
we are looking for men who are excellent and want to lead.”
Pyne predicts an average GPA
between 3.1 to 3.4 for the JMU Delts.

Delta is trying to grow the Greek
community and offer more opportunities for students who want to get
involved. Fourteen members have
already been recruited, ranging from
resident advisers to ROTC members.
Majors within the fraternity vary
from business to integrated science
and technology.
According to Pyne, the Delts are
looking to redefine what it means to
be in a fraternity. They aren’t trying to
“poach” members from other clubs.
“If this was a pizza, we’re not looking
to make the pieces smaller,” Pyne said.
“We’re looking to grow the pie.”
Delta Tau Delta is currently working
and creating a relationship with Fraternity & Sorority Life at JMU. Adam
Lindberg, assistant director of FSL,
encourages the relationship between
FSL and fraternities on campus.
“We want to be able to have a little bit of a say, so we work with these
organizations and get to know them,”
Lindberg said. “We’ve seen pretty big
growth since August 2012, when I got
here.”
One of the founding fathers at JMU
is Christopher Settle, a junior finance
management major.
“My role is a founding father, and
my favorite thing is that I am provided
the opportunity to create something
totally unique here at JMU,” Settle
said. “My idea for this organization is
to defeat the stigma of fraternities on
this campus and help our peers within
and outside the Greek system become
better men.”
Settle plans on holding cookouts
and other events to raise money for
the fraternity and their philanthropy, the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation.
“It’s very personal to me being that
my grandfather has diabetes,” Settle said.

Another founding member, junior
economics major Schyler Bogert, heard
about Delta through a few friends and
decided to look further.
“When I met the representatives of
DTD, I knew this was the right move for
me,” Bogert said. “They were respectable, sincere and committed to the
causes of the fraternity.”
According to Bogert, the Delts plan
to make an impact on campus and in
Harrisonburg by doing things like raising money for local food banks.
Delta Upsilon also came to JMU
last year, along with Alpha Delta Pi.
Sororities and fraternities have different requirements to start a colony on
college campuses.
After originally coming to campus,
it takes about a year to get a charter
for fraternities. FSL doesn’t need to be
observing them constantly, but the colony will usually meet with them.
Fraternities must meet campus average for size, meet the local colony head
and have above an average GPA of 2.8.
“I’m stoked about having solid
opportunities to make other people’s
lives better, while, of course, having
fun in the process,” Bogert said. “I have
already seen a lot of support from my
friends at JMU and in other fraternities
and could not be more grateful for the
shared enthusiasm.”
Their first chapter meeting was
yesterday. The Delts will be out front
Warren Hall every weekday from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. until Sept. 20.
“We hope this group is known
for b eing leaders and b eing
involved in a wide range on campus,” Pyne said. “We are trying
redefine what it means to be greek
and what it means to be in a fraternity.”
CONTACT Elizabeth Dsurney
at breezenews@gmail.com.
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DASH | Campus buses overcrowded CANVAS | Program recieves
high praise from faculty and students

from front

Students running from one
end of campus to their next
class may miss time needed
to complete a test or quiz on
time. The issue affects more
than just students. Professors have to try and devise
fair policies that accommodate students who rush across
campus.
Justin Brown, an associate professor of biology and
freshman adviser, often uses
the first five minutes of class
to give a quiz. If students don’t
arrive on time, then they have
less time to take it.
“I’m strict when it comes to
quizzes,” Brown said.
Despite his seemingly stern
approach to the beginning of
class, Brown sympathizes with
the uncomfortable position
professors and students are
put in because of the short
time in between classes.
“Right now students have
the choice of being late or not
getting into the classes they
want, and that’s not really
nice,” Brown said. “Professors
are put in the position of being
the enforcers – and we don’t
want to do that.”
While some professors may
not have a problem with students arriving late or leaving
early, math professor Justin
Kimmel suggests informing
teachers early.
“Usually, the beginning of
my class is a review. The first
five minutes I’m not really
starting anything new, so if
students sneak in a little late,

that’s fine,” Kimmel said. “It is
nice if students let me know
right in the beginning of the
semester that it’s going to be
an issue.”
Meanwhile, Kimmel hasn’t
had many students arriving
late and leaving early. Fewer
than five students a semester
in his classes have brought up
the problem with him.
“Biking would probably be
the most efficient method,”
Kimmel said. “With the buses,
[students] are just waiting until
it gets there, and then there are
all the stops in between.”
According to JMU’s Transportation Demand Manager
Lee Eshelman, several solutions have already been put in
place, such as extended bike
lanes and additional special bus
routes, whose sole jobs are to go
to crowded bus stops. But even
with these accommodations
there’s still no great solution
for students, especially during
inclement weather when fewer
students want to ride bicycles
or walk.
“The innercampus shuttle
(ICS) buses take only 11 minutes to go across campus from
the Festival Conference Center
to Memorial Hall,” Eshelman
said. “But they sometimes get
totally filled up, or they get
behind because of problems
like overloading and railroad
trains. The single best solution
would be to extend the breaks
between class times to 20 minutes, which would only be a
five-minute increase, which
doesn’t sound like much, but it
would make all the difference.”

There were rumors of extending the break in between classes
to 20 minutes. However, University Registrar Michele White
quickly dispelled the rumors.
“A committee of faculty,
staff and students looked at
the schedule of classes and the
possibility of extending the time
between classes,” White said.
“The decision was made to not
add the additional time as the
university would lose an entire
class period over a day, which
would reduce the number of
class sections offered.”
According to White, academic departments are trying
to space out sections of the
most “in-demand” classes so
students have the opportunity
to schedule most of the classes
on the same side of campus.
“An extra five minutes could
be a big difference, but it’s
not that simple. By changing
five minutes you would have
to change so much stuff. It
wouldn’t be easy,” Weidner
said.
E s h e l ma n ag re e s t hat
the problem is a “multidepartmental” one where,
unfortunately, transit is “the
tail in the doe.” He believes
that transit isn’t a real fix, it’s
only a Band-Aid.
“[Transit is] at capacity. Are we going to get
m o re bu s e s, w h i c h w i l l
cost more, or do something
with our class schedules
to relieve the pressure?”
CONTACT Claire
Fogarty at fogartct@
dukes.jmu.edu.

from front

technology, it can do some of
the work for me … Every statistic related to the student’s
work can be checked.”
Canvas also features a free
iPhone/Android app that uses
a cloud storage system, which
will make online learning very
dynamic and active, according
to Aley.
“You can go from a whole
class to an individual’s work
with the click of a button,” she
said.
JMU’s plan to change to a
new learning management
system came from a very rigorous evaluation process in
2011, when the faculty had the
chance to test several potential
programs to enhance online
learning, according to Sarah
Cheverton, the associate dean
for educational technologies
and director of the Center for
Instructional Technology.
Cheverton said the CIT
began searching for an alternative to Blackboard because
of overall growth of the university and the demand for a
better online interface.
“As JMU was growing, we
felt that we wanted a tool that
felt more lean in terms of how
it operates,” Cheverton said.
“We know that Canvas can
do everything Blackboard
can do in a more modern
environment.”
Computer science graduate

students Brian Whitmer and
Devlin Daley founded InStructure Inc. in 2008 to help the
online education system for
schools in Salt Lake City and
created Canvas. It was fully
developed and launched in
2011.
In Oct. 2012, CIT signed the
contract to use Canvas as the
learning management system
to enhance JMU’s online classes, Cheverton said.
It was specifically chosen for
JMU because it could transfer JMU’s growing number of
students and data to a set of
hosted servers, and the fact
that it was made for students,
by students.
“Canvas was appealing to
us because it was made by
students that wanted to create
a tool to cater to the student
view, which is much different
than Blackboard,” Cheverton
said.
Canvas first came to JMU
in spring 2013, when a few
online block courses could
test out the new system for
peer review. Several different
departments, including English, Chemistry, Biochemistry,
Education, Health Sciences,
Psychology and WRTC, tested Canvas’ abilities to relay
information and work as a
manageable system.
CIT has been receiving
positive remarks from all
departments because of the
switch to Canvas.

“Part of our measure of success is hearing the faculty and
students say that this is what we
want,” Cheverton said.
Teachers aren’t the only
people who have been excited
about the transfer to Canvas.
Olivia Miller, a WRTC graduate,
used Canvas to earn her final
credits during the summer.
“I really liked how organized
Canvas was,” Miller said. “Literally everything needed for
the class was available and
easy to navigate. It was much
more advanced than Blackboard in this way, in my
opinion. Being able to message the professor directly and
other students was also a cool
feature.”
According to Cheverton, this
semester more than 500 faculty
and 14,000 students are currently using Canvas for classes and
internship coordination.
She added that every member of the CIT staff has been
working with the university
to prepare for the transfer, as
Blackboard’s services will end
in spring 2014.
CIT hired about l0 to 15 members from technical support to
smooth out the transition to
Canvas.
JMU plans to make a complete switch from Blackboard
to Canvas in summer 2014.
CONTACT Scott
Johnson at johnsosp@
dukes.jmu.edu.

DESIGN | Class allows students to work together and think differently

from page 3

“I think the best part about
industrial design is being able
to think differently than most
people do,” Moore said. “When
I see a house that’s overgrown
with bushes and stuff like that,
I see an opportunity for things
to live in there — I see materials
that can be used and I can see
things that humans can make
something out of, I guess.”
Moore’s project featured
a short tunnel that students
could crawl through to reach
a taller pyramid-like structure.
Students were encouraged to
sign and decorate the inside of
the pyramid.
“We wanted to make an art

piece, primarily. We were going
to spray paint but we decided
to leave it up to the students of
JMU, especially that it’s right up
on the Quad,” Moore said. “We
wanted to just have people just
come over and interact with it,
mainly. Climbing through it
would be cool but having them
personalize it would be cooler.”
The third project was a
large structure with multiple
dangling “arms” that was suspended from a tree. Autumn
Dougherty, a fifth-year senior
studio art major, said she and
her team wanted the project to
flow with the natural scenery of
the Quad, and the arms of the
structure were supposed to be
suspended from the tree with

fishing line.
Dougherty said she and her
team faced multiple difficulties
in building the project, including losing a fishing pole which
she and her team tried to hang
it from the tree.
“We got [the fishing rod]
stuck in the tree and we got a
rope stuck in the tree, so what
we did was we threw the extension cord over and one of our
group members shimmied all
the way up and he pulled the
rope out,” Dougherty said.
Even though the finished
project didn’t turn out the way
she and her team had originally intended, Dougherty said that
she sees the positive outcomes
as well.

“Failing is good — you
know, you learn from that and
it’s just you never know what
you’re going to end up with,
so I like how it turned out,”
Dougherty said.
Barnes mentioned that
she had learned valuable lessons when she completed the
same project when she was in
college and hoped the project would do the same for her
students.
“It’s also about being able
to let go of what I call your
‘ugly baby,’” Barnes said. “So
you have this great idea and
it’s beautiful and you think
it’s the most perfect thing ever
but in fact it’s an ugly baby —
and being able to accept that

criticism and work together
with your teammates to come
up with something that’s a little bit of a prettier baby.”
Barnes also said both the
class and the project allowed
her to observe the students
working together in a handson setting.
“I’m overseeing, but especially on the first project I try
to be a little bit hands off just
to see what they’re capable of
doing,” Barnes said. “It’s interesting. I always have this sort
of mixed emotion of pride in
what my students are creating
and being critical what they’re
actually capable of doing and
that I’m always pushing them
to do more.”

In addition to teaching,
Barnes said she’s been busy
working to develop the curriculum for the industrial
design program. Even in the
two years that she’s been here,
the program has grown about
30 percent since. Now, she’s
working on partnering with
other schools around campus
like the College of Business
and the engineering program.
“We’re trying to be as multidisciplinary as possible too,”
Barnes. “Your shoes, your hat,
your necklace, your microphone, somebody designed
it. We’re thos e people.”
CONTACT IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Last minute beds available
for Fall 2013!

Call TODAY!
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The Overlook

at Stone Spring

607 John Tyler Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

www.overlookatstonespring.com
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPURTUNITY
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All’s fair in love and war
Submit a dart or pat at breezejmu.org.

Editor Jessica Williams Email breezeopinion@gmail.com
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Corey Tierney | contributing columnist

Put down the remote: Netflix and instant streaming here to stay
While network shows struggle to keep viewers, the convenience of having entire seasons at a moment’s notice is taking over

In a time when Bravo is so
desperate for “Real Housewives”
that Detroit or Kansas City might
be its next stop, and “Toddlers &
Tiaras” has started its successful
sixth season, Netflix has an
advantage because of three words:
Quality. Original. Programming.
While it’s fairly new (with only
seven original series) it was able
to start with a clean slate. What
followed was the ability to assess
what television is today, thus giving
an audience what they want.

Those working a nineto-five job, attending
school or even living a
soccer-mom lifestyle
can now watch TV
when it’s convenient
for them. They never
have to worry about
buying and storing a
$19.99 movie after it is
released, or returning
a DVD to something
like Redbox, which only
gives you two days to
watch something.
Since then, it has started strong
by revamping series like “Arrested
Development,” a show that would
give the cult following of “Game of
Thrones” a run for its money. While
the new fourth season received
mixed reviews, it was something
that other canceled shows (R.I.P.)
could only dream of nowadays.

But Netflix’s main allure is its
original shows. “Orange is the New
Black” flashes through my mind like
an oasis in a desert full of lackluster
dramedies. This gem tells the story
of white-bred housewife Piper
Chapman (Taylor Schilling) as she
is forced to spend 15 months in jail
for a crime she committed 10 years
beforehand.
The show has taken the Internet
by storm, and its success can be
tied to its creator, Jenji Kohan, who
was also the mastermind behind
“Weeds,” one of Showtime’s longestrunning and most successful shows.
This is the best series I have seen
in years, with a plot that is as nailbiting as it is hilarious. This paired
with a talented cast of newbies,
with the exception of Laura Prepon
(Donna from “That ‘70s Show”),
makes “Orange is the New Black”
more refreshing than those shows
with the same jumble of actors
that frequently appear on network
television (Tim Allen).
Then there’s “House of Cards,”
which brings in two-time Academy
Award-winner Kevin Spacey for
a political thriller about a House
majority whip. He exacts revenge
on his enemies after being robbed
of appointment to secretary of state.
The positive critical response was
overwhelming, and it currently
holds Netflix’s record for most
primetime Emmy nominations.
That’s right, Emmy nominations.
In fact, Netflix has more
than Starz, CNN and Discovery
combined.
The new “network” has 14 nods,
which are not just in throwaway
categories. Rather, they include
best director, outstanding actor
and actress in a drama series, and
outstanding actor in a comedy
series.

courtesy of MCT Campus

The most impressive
announcement was that “House
of Cards” could be the first series
created strictly for the web to win
the award for outstanding drama
series.
The New York Times interviewed
Netflix chief content officer Ted
Sarandos after nominations came
out. “The number of awards this
morning was sort of a shock to
everybody,” he said, “We didn’t plan
a big enough party.”
On top of the awards, every show
mentioned (with the exception
of “Arrested Development”) has
been renewed for a second season.
“Orange is the New Black” had a
renewal before its first season even
aired.

These series’ successes stem from
their unique new format. Episodes
for an entire season are uploaded
at once, and for $7.99 viewers can
watch it all as they please without
commercials or the DVR cutting
them off.
Those working a nine-to-five job,
attending school or even living a
soccer-mom lifestyle can now watch
TV when it’s convenient for them.
They never have to worry about
buying and storing a $19.99 movie
after it is released, or returning a
DVD to something like Redbox,
which only gives you two days to
watch something. Not to mention
video rental stores, which have been
dead and gone for years.
Inventions like TiVo and its

“season pass” also seem ancient
after only 14 years, and “binge
watching” has become a norm
now, with people watching an
entire series in a weekend. This
comes easily when you have
access to a media library that is
most likely larger than Steven
Spielberg’s.
Say what you want about each of
the shows, but it seems to me that
Netflix is revolutionizing the way
we watch TV.
Corey Tierney is a junior
media arts and design and
writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major.
Contact Corey at tiernecm@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “challenge-accepted” pat to
the new lunatics looking to run
their first marathon in GKIN this
semester.
From a senior who misses our
roll-tide running family from two
years ago.
A “you-just-made-my-day”
pat to the guys at the PIKE house
next to Rite Aid who hung up a new
“Left Aid” sign for the porch.
From a girl who missed seeing
the Left Aid sign and is happy that
it’s back.
A “this-isn’t-bumper-cars” dart
to the reckless guy who almost hit
my car head-on as I was leaving

Pheasant.
From a senior who’s stressed
enough about finding parking and
doesn’t want a wrecked car on top
of it.
A “best-organization-oncampus” pat to my amazing Phi
Sigma Pi brothers for appearing
five times in the last issue of The
Breeze.
From a proud frat-bro.
A “thank-you-for-opening-upthis-new-world-of-spokenwords-to-me” pat to the staff
of the Center for Multicultural
Student Services for organizing the
powerful and thought-provoking

Def Poetry Jam.
From a girl who teared up
listening to others share their
struggles.
A “way-to-bring-morebeauty-to-the-campus” pat
to the good-looking WRTC male
graduate student who is always
well-dressed.
From an alumna who is glad
to be back in Harrisonburg since
her husband was smart enough to
choose JMU for graduate school.
A “you-are-awesome” pat
to the JMU softball team for
spending a hot afternoon in
the sun to supervise kids at
the Spotswood High School
community carnival.
From an alum who appreciates
your commitment to the
community.
A “thank-you-for-neverjudging-me” pat to the

contributing columnist

Filling the
Dave’s void

Dave’s was known for its
cheap prices and casual
environment, with the
addition of delicious latenight snacks. It is up to
remaining restaurants to
attract college students
seeking these deals.
However, a problem presents itself.
When the pools close and we can no
longer entertain ourselves outside,
will students begin to reminisce on
the joys of Dave’s year-round? That is
where new restaurants like the Tilted
Kilt are going to have to make their
mark.
While families of the
Harrisonburg area are protesting the
anti-family environment with the
waitresses’ risqué outfits, the Tilted
Kilt could spark curiosity of eager
college students looking for a quick
replacement for the fallen Dave’s.
As long as the Tilted Kilt can afford
to offer a college-budget friendly
happy hour, they have a huge
market segment to take advantage
of.
Familiar places like Jack Brown’s
and Billy Jack’s might pick up
some slack as well, but the smaller
spaces and higher prices appeal
to a different demographic. Dave’s
was known for its cheap prices
and casual environment, with
the addition of delicious latenight snacks. It is up to remaining
restaurants to attract college
students seeking these deals. Newer
places such as Cookout have begun
to fill the void of late-night snacks,
but college students also want
large volumes of alcohol at cheap
prices, which creates a challenge for
existing restaurants.
Cheap beer, late food and yearround service; Dave’s, you will be
missed but hopefully replaced soon.
Austin Highfill is a senior
marketing major. Contact Austin at
highfiat@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “take-a-note-from-JoJoand-get-out” dart to math.
From an English major and
current GSCI student who’s
dreading the first exam.
An “I-want-your-life” pat to
the cute couple walking their dog
on campus.
From a jealous sophomore.
An “I-wish-you-came-as-aside” pat to the guy who bought
me a burrito at Chipotle.
From a woman who’s glad
chivalry still exists and wishes she
got your name.

I’ve had

roommates for a fun first weekend.
From a senior who is done with
drama and can’t wait to enjoy her
last year.
An “at-last-my-love-hascome-along” pat to Starbucks’
Pumpkin Spice lattes.
From a coffee addict who waits
all year for the drink from coffee
heaven.
An “I-remember-SMAD-201”
dart to JMU athletics for choosing
that eyesore of a design for the
basketball team’s new court.
From a growing basketball fan
who wants to see the players, not
some giant Duke Dog heads.

2

A “triple-the-fun” pat to my

Austin Highfill

This past July, while many
students were enjoying their summer
vacations, social media erupted at
the announcement of the closing of
one of the hottest spots in downtown
Harrisonburg: Dave’s Taverna.
Dave’s was not only a go-to bar
with almost unmatchable drink deals,
but also a favorite late-night snack
stop for most Dukes, and the shock at
its closing quickly changed to anger
and resentment. This unexpected
close is not unprecedented in
the Harrisonburg area with the
famed sub and sandwich place
Pennybackers closing in July 2012
and The Corner closing in 2013. The
“mystery” in the Dave’s closing, then,
is not why the restaurant and bar
closed, but rather what will come to
replace the favorite college hangout.
It is hard to compete with $2
pitchers of beer and $5 meals. For
$7, a college budget could go a long
way. Other Harrisonburg bars feature
similar “college-friendly” deals such
as Gold Crown’s 50-cent beer night
from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Thursday
evenings, but those are only for a
limited time. So what will come to
replace the great deals of Dave’s?
While Gold Crown can fill the void
for college students on Thursdays,
what about the other six days of the
week (or, to please professors, the
other two nights of the weekend)?
While the weather is warm, it will be
easy for students to find places to fill
the gap.

employees at D-Hall who don’t
bat an eye when I walk to the dish
return with a stack of plates a
mile high.
From a stressed junior who
misses home cooking.

7

A “your-behavior-is-ludacris”
dart to the woman who told me
to “move b----” when I was just
trying to walk home.
From someone who knows how
to be a decent human being and
doesn’t “act a fool.”

dream jobs

Both at PwC
— Penelope Moreno
Manager

Grow your own way. And my
growth started right when I joined
PwC. Quite a start—working
with a global tech giant, and one
of the top 10 clients at the firm. I
learned a lot. Those skills helped
me grab an opening on a different
part of their business. PwC is
flexible that way. And when serious
family matters need my attention,
they’re flexible about that, too. I’m
fortunate. Two dream jobs. Without
ever leaving PwC.
pwc.com/campus

© 2013 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the United States member firm, and may
sometimes refer to the PwC network. Each member firm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for further details. We are proud to be an
Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Welcome Back!
it’s never too early to

start thinking

about housing

for next year
Come see why Copper Beech Townhome Community
has everything you are looking for!

www.copperbeechjmu.com • 540-438-0401• harrisonburg@cbeech.com

Life

NIGHT OF THE ARTS
First artWorks gallery opening of the year, details at breezejmu.org.

EDITORS Natalie Johnson & Mary Kate White EMAIL breezearts@gmail.com
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Publishing a fantasy

MOVIE REVIEW

The end
is here
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Student co-authors fiction novel to be sold in bookstores nationwide

The apocalypse has
never looked so good
By TRAVIS BARBOUR
contributing writer

They’re finally back, ladies and gentlemen.
Simon Pegg and Nick Frost have done it again
with “The World’s End” becoming possibly my
favorite film of the year.
There are so many fantastic aspects to
this film it’s almost difficult to find a starting
point. Pegg plays Gary King, a man desperately attempting to relive his glory days from the
’80s with his four ‘mates’ whom he hasn’t spoken to in 10 years. After miraculously getting
the gang back together, this group of successful adults and their misfit leader embark on
one hell of a pub crawl culminating in the title
bar, “The World’s End.”
Just a quick glance at the cast and I knew
this movie had to be great. Touting such
names as Frost, Pegg, Martin Freeman and
Bill Nighy, “The World’s End” had an expectation from the beginning that it not only met,
but surpassed. These brilliant actors didn’t
seem like actors at all but real-life childhood
friends, which gave the film an authenticity
rarely executed this well.
Yes, I do
The World’s End realize I just
said that

about a film
‘R’ 109 min.
Starring Simon Pegg, Nick w i t h b l u e blooded
Frost, Martin Freeman
androids taking over a town. It’s expected with a Frost
and Pegg film to have the unexpected, the
bizarre and the downright absurd to be
present throughout, but it only adds to the
well-written comedy, creating a comic-book
feel while keeping your feet on the ground.
Despite the absurdity of the plot, writers
Pegg and Edgar Wright are able to tap into
deep-seated emotional themes such as the
loss of youth, growing apart from friends and
the pressure to conform to society. With the
help of this outstanding ensemble, these
themes are so believable and relatable it really makes one think back to simpler times and
the connections lost.
But don’t get me wrong, this movie is
down-right hilarious. I found it refreshing
to finally see a film with clever comedy, not
that cop-out, here’s-what-you-were-askingfor-on-a-silver-platter style that has sadly
saturated the theatres as of late.
A Pegg and Frost film wouldn’t be complete without a couple of fight scenes
rhythmically orchestrated to music. Whether
it’s cracking a pool stick over an old zombie’s
head to a Queen song or breaking a barstool
against a robot’s face, it gets me every time.
Even in the face of danger, Pegg and Wright
keep the tone light and hilarious for the
audience.
I also loved the film from a technical perspective: everything from the music to the
sound effects. The speedy montages help
to keep up the energy and the comic-book
action style Pegg and Frost are so fond of. But
even through this signature style, the writers are able to masterfully convey the inner
workings of friendship and camaraderie.
“The World’s End” isn’t just a pub-crawl
drunken adventure, but a meaningful
comedy I’ll be watching years from now.
If you enjoyed Wright, Pegg and Frost’s
previous films “Shaun of the Dead” and
“Hot Fuzz” then I can tell you this is the
cherry on top of a delectable trilogy.
CONTACT Travis Barbour at
barboutw@dukes.jmu.edu.

BRIAN PRESCOTT / THE BREEZE

Chris Justis teamed up with longtime friend Ian LeViness to co-write their first novel, “Twilight of an Empire.” The book has been in the works since 2006.
By MOLLY JACOB
contributing writer

From the popular “Game of Thrones” television
series to the newest installment of The Hobbit,
fantasy is the genre everyone’s talking about.
Adding to the trend is senior Chris Justis’s novel,
“Twilight of an Empire,” which was published this
past summer nationwide.
Set in a medieval fantasy world, this novel is
about seven main characters, including a vigilante, a monk and prince, who must come together
to protect the realm of Gwyneran from an evil
invader.
“I don’t seem like a nerd, but I’m extremely
nerdy,” laughed Justis, a justice studies major and
creative writing minor who has been writing fantasy short stories since middle school.
“Twilight of an Empire,” known by fans as ToaE,
was co-written by Justis and his close friend, Ian
LeViness, a senior at Roanoke College. LeViness
wrote the first draft of ToaE in 2006, but until Justis joined him as co-author in 2011, the novel was
only composed of fragmented ideas and underdeveloped characters.
“Without Chris, the book wouldn’t have been
done because it was just disparate pieces,” LeViness said. “Once he jumped on the project, we got
it all together. He was more big picture, and I was
detail-oriented.”
The two friends, who LeViness says are close
as brothers, developed a detailed, chapter-bychapter outline.
“A lot of people just go in and just start writing,”
Justis said. “But I think there’s a lot of planning
beforehand that you have to get down.”
While away at different schools, they wrote
chapters individually and sent them to each other,
editing each section so thoroughly and forming
such a coherent voice that Justis often couldn’t tell
which chapters he had originally written.
“Ian did all the editing because he’s an English
major,” Justis said. “He was more the editor and
the ‘world’ creator. I focused more on the dialogue
and characterization.”
This past May, Justis and LeViness signed a
publishing contract with Alpha Wolf Publishing,
a company that often deals with un-agented submissions like “Twilight of an Empire.” According to
the contract, Justis and LeViness split a 3 percent
royalty on every copy sold. The books typically
retail at about $17.99 and, currently, 100 hardback
and paperback copies have been sold.
They have plans in the near future to print more
and distribute them to major bookstores such as
Barnes & Noble and Books-A-Million. An online
version is available for Kindle and Nook and
there is talk of Justis and LeViness writing up to
five more novels in The Hiervalan Chronicles, a
series of which ToaE is the first installment.

Hometown Music Hometownmusic.net

Guitars, Drums, Keyboards, & More...

“Hometown Service with Competitive Prices”

Now in our new location
434-4159 • 38 Miller Circle
Just off South Main, 8/10 mile
South of the Forbes Center

Justis and LeViness are responsible for promoting their book, and have primarily chosen to do so
through social media. After consulting with “The
Book Doctor” David Henry Sterry in New York,
though, they’ve decided to change their strategy.
“He suggested getting connected with universities and doing speaking engagements, getting
involved in book clubs and writers’ clubs to talk
about our work,” LeViness said. “We’ll pretty much
be paying for all that out of pocket. We’re hoping at
some point we can sell enough books to leverage
a deal with a major publisher that has a huge promotional budget, even if that takes a couple years.”
Such success for a first novel is rare in the publishing world, and this journey was not without
its hardships. Along with dealing with rejections
from 50 publishing companies and literary agents
since the novel’s completion last November, Justis
had to budget time to write the novel in between
school work and a part time job at Vito’s Italian

Kitchen in Harrisonburg.
“I would just set aside a couple hours to write
and do nothing else,” Justis said. “You have to work
through writer’s block and keep writing and writing. My creative writing teacher, Tom Martin,
helped me write the book and helped me through
the entire process. He would tell me to just keep
writing nonsense and something will come.”
Justis has taken two classes taught by Martin.
Last year the two worked on parts of ToaE and
Martin advised Justis on how to write query letters to literary agents and publishing companies.
“Chris has tenacity,” Martin said. “Tenacity is
the heart of the matter. People who stick with it and
don’t give up are people who fulfill their potential.
He is a young man and has a long way to go, but
he has made great strides in his time here at JMU.”
CONTACT Molly Jacob at
jacobmm@dukes.jmu.edu.

#CompostJMU

Do your part to
minimize waste

know before you throw

You can compost
GPPEXBTUFtQMBUFTtOBQLJOTtVUFOTJMTtDVQTtUSBZT
food waste • plates • napkins •utensils • cups •trays
Keep
an eye out for our new
compost bins and signs at
PC Dukes, Festival and
Top Dog Café!

And you know that free JMU mug you
get each year with your meal plan?
Not only is it a collector’s item, but it
also reduces waste in landfills, and
gets you discounts on fountain refills
and coffees!
facebook.com/JMUDining
Twitter @JMUDining
www.jmu.edu/dining

Thanks for voting
Dining Services
for Best Campus Food in
the Princeton Review!

Sports

CAN’T GET ENOUGH FOOTBALL?
Visit breezejmu.org for a slideshow from Saturday’s game.

EDITORS Wayne Epps Jr. & Hayley Thompson EMAIL breezesports@gmail.com

FIELD HOCKEY (2-0)

JMU
trumps
Ball State
Duo scores two goals
apiece as team stays
undefeated
Field hockey outscored
opponents 13-2 at home this
weekend, including an 8-1 win
over Ball State Sunday to start
its season off with a 2-0 record.
Against Ball State, JMU wasted little time getting on the
board as redshirt sophomore
forward Taylor West scored
four minutes in. West went on
to score again in the 29th minute to up her season total to five
scores in two games.
Senior back Amy Goldstein
also scored twice Sunday, converting in the 58th and 70th
minutes for the Dukes’ seventh
and eighth scores of the contest.
Sophomore forward Kristen Reitano, redshirt senior
midfielder Sam Smiertka,
sophomore midfielder Saskia
Chelmowskwi and sophomore
midfielder Loes Stijntjes each
scored one goal apiece against
the Cardinals.
On Saturday against Kent
State, West recorded three goals
to lead the Dukes to a 5-1 win in
their season opener.
Junior forward Taylor Bailey
and freshman midfielder Robin
De Bruyne each scored once in
the win.
The Dukes hit the road this
weekend for two games in
Washington D.C.
First it’s 1-1 American
University on Friday, then
Columbia University, which
hasn’t played yet this season,
on Sunday.
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FOOTBALL (1-0)

FOOTBALL | Matthews is 14-1 in home openers
from front

But beyond the stat sheet, Scott wasn’t satisfied
with his performance.
“It felt like I played the worst game of my life,”
Scott said. “I was so sloppy … I had so many
mistakes. I just felt like I was playing terrible.”
JMU did run a more up-tempo, no-huddle
offense. But the number of plays the team was
able to run was down significantly in the second half. Of the Dukes’ 64 total offensive plays,
only 26 were in the second half. The team only
had one full drive in the third quarter and only
scored a field goal on offense in the second
half.
“I thought that we were extremely lethargic
on offense,” Matthews said.
Conditioning was also a factor in the first
half. Matthews doesn’t believe that the offense
is in the best shape after training in relatively
cool summer temperatures during preseason
camp.
“I thought we would pay the price for it at
some point and I thought we did tonight,” Matthews said. “It was very muggy. And offensively
we were going on some long drives there, it’s
fast we were playing on offense, and I thought
it really contributed to how sloppily we played
offensively.”
As the offense sputtered in the second half,
the defense and special teams picked up the
slack.
Early in the third quarter, Scott cut across
the field, eluding defenders and taking CCSU’s
punt back 54 yards for a touchdown to put the
Dukes up 28-7.
On the Blue Devils’ ensuing drive, junior
safety Dean Marlowe intercepted CCSU senior
quarterback Andrew Clements and returned it
35 yards to CCSU’s 4-yard line.
But after Birdsong missed redshirt sophomore tight end Deane Cheatham in the end
zone on 3rd-and-goal from the one-yard line,
JMU had to settle for a field goal by redshirt
senior Cameron Starke to go up 31-7.
After the field goal, redshirt freshman cornerback Taylor Reynolds, a former quarterback,
intercepted Clements and returned it 51 yards
for a touchdown for his first interception and
first touchdown in his first game on defense to
put JMU up 38-7.
The play was even a surprise to him.
“I was kind of shocked , because usually
when we make interceptions in practice, you
hear the whistle blow and the play stops,”

LAUREN GORDON / THE BREEZE

Sophomore quarterback Michael Birdsong scores the first of his two rushing touchdowns at the end
of a nine-play, 75-yard drive. Birdsong ran for 55 yards and two touchdowns in Saturday’s win.

Reynolds said. “So when I caught it I was like,
‘Oh, crap.’ So I just took off and [I’m] thankful
for my teammates for setting up some great
blocks.”
JMU’s first-team defense limited CCSU’s
first-team offense to just seven points for most
of the game. The Blue Devils added a second
touchdown with both teams’ backups in midway through the fourth quarter.
The Dukes’ linebackers, redshirt senior Stephon Robertson and redshirt freshman Gage
Steele, led JMU on defense with 12 total tackles apiece.
The win also boosted Matthews’ record at
JMU in home openers to 14-1. Attendance for
the game was at 23,541, just ahead of the 23,248
in last year’s season opener but not quite the
24,877 needed for a sellout.
Kickoff was pushed back from 6:00 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. due to the threat of thunderstorms.

JMU has a game at Division I-A University of
Akron on its slate this week. The Zips won just
one game last season and are 0-1 this year after
a 37-8 loss to the University of Central Florida
on Thursday.
In the meantime, Birdsong and the rest of the
offense will continue to try to work out the kinks
in their new scheme this week. Aside from the
sloppiness and conditioning concerns, Matthews was pretty pleased with what he saw in
his quarterback’s third career start.
“The good thing about Mike, he competed
really well, he didn’t throw the ball in a crowd,”
Matthews said. “As long as I’ve been coaching, the
biggest problem you have with young quarterbacks is turning the ball over and he didn’t turn
the ball over … And he made some great throws.”
CONTACT Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.

- staff report

Hurry!

Limited Time Offer

Personal Loan Rates
As Low As

6.9

%

APR *

Apply today to get money
for school expenses,
consolidate other debt,
or whatever you need!

Up to 36 months

Apply online at

cofcu.org

Offer expires September 30, 2013.

(540) 209-9251 · G i b b o n s H a l l #5
Federally Insured by NCUA

*APR=Annual Percentage Rate. Rates effective 8/1/2013 and are subject to change at any time. Your rate
may vary based on credit history. Rates include ½% discount for checking bundle and automatic payment.
All personal loans are subject to a minimum monthly payment of $45.00. See cofcu.org for full details.
Most local area residents can bank with us.

breezejmu.org
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Classifieds

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS: harrisonburg parks
& recreation is looking for
gymnastics instructors for
mondays & wednesday afternoons. call 540-433-9168 for
more info.
RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT,
a wildlife/natural resource
research firm is hiring professional, reliable employees to
conduct telephone research
surveys (no sales). part-time
evening hours; sunday-saturday; schedule varies based
on project needs; apply at 130
franklin street. eeo.

Part-time dance teachers
needed in modern, hip-hop,
musical stage. Sept. 2013M ay 20 1 4. E x p e r i e n ce
preferred, references required. Call for interview
540-810-3631.

2014-2015
Six bedrooms,four baths,
unparalleled,Elizabeth St.
540.810.3632

Showalter’s

FOLLOW US
@THEBREEZEJMU

SKYLINE GYMNASTICS:
Instructors needed. Contact
skylinegymnastics@comcast.
net or 540 476-3395
Part-time dance teachers
needed in modern, hip-hop,
musical stage. Sept. 2013M ay 20 1 4. E x p e r i e n ce
preferred, references required. Call for interview
540-810-3631.

GSVRQE^I

2013 HONDA METROPOLITAN
scooter. under 500miles, still
under warranty. 100 mpg,
takes regular gas. $1900 including helmet. 810-5384.

Join us for our season opening

August 31st

through November 2nd

Lower group rates!
Fall festivals and family events

Visit us at

2124 North River Rd.
Mount Solon, VA 22843

TAKE US ON THE GO
DOWNLOAD OUR APP AND FOLLOW US ON
FACEBOOK AND TWITTER

540.290.9740

showalterscornmaze.com

Post game
reaction and
analysis from
Saturday’s win
with video editor
Bradford Ambrose
on breezejmu.org.
Dukes top Bobcats

COREY CROWE / THE BREEZE

Senior defender Mike Whitaker contends with Binghamton junior back
Austin Hughes. JMU defeated Binghamton University 3-0 at home Sunday.
Junior forward Josh Grant scored twice off of penalty kicks and sophomore
midfielder Tyler Durbin headed in a goal in the 79th minute to seal the win.
The Dukes also beat Fordham University 2-1 Friday and are 2-0 this season.
JMU is back in action at home Saturday at 7:00 p.m. against the University
of North Carolina-Greensboro.

Madison Marketplace

Support these local businesses
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